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Abstract
A test set-up for the modal analysis of gyroscopic, rotationally symmetric systems is presented. It employs
laser Doppler vibrometry along with automatic impulse excitation installed on a rotary table and is applied
to a glass structure rotating about its figure axis. The effects of gyroscopic influences on the modal be-
haviour such as the split of eigenfrequencies and the treatment of complex eigenmodes as travelling waves
are deduced analytically and shown experimentally. Finally numerical computations using the Arbitrary-
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) finite element formulation separating the rigid body rotation from the mesh de-
formation are conducted. With the combination of analytical, experimental and numerical analysis a broad
overview of modal characteristics of gyroscopic systems isgiven.

1 Introduction

The oscillatory behaviour of rotating structures is of interest in many applications, e.g. disc brakes, turbines
or gyroscopes. The latter are frequently used devices in thefields of navigation or stabilization as sensors
for measuring rotation and its rate. The accompanying gyroscopic effects introduce several phenomena into
a system’s dynamics, which this paper aims to give an overview of. Section 2 starts with the mathematical
background towards the modal characteristics of a vibrating structure under rotation. It is followed by several
sections discussing a representative example in the form ofa rotating wine glass. While section 3.1 starts
with some analytical investigations, section 3.2 and 3.3 present experimental and numerical results.

2 Dynamics of gyroscopic systems

This section gives a brief discussion of how the dynamics of asystem are affected when it is subject to a
rotational motion with angular velocityΩ. In the course of this, a short comparison between a standard
non-gyroscopic and a gyroscopic system is conducted. The focus lies on the modal characteristics, such as
eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies. For further details, references are given throughout the chapter supple-
mented by [1], [2] or [3].

In the field of structural dynamics the equations of motion for linear systems are classically written in second
order matrix form

Mÿ +Ky = f(t) ↔ Mÿ +Gẏ +Ky = f(t) (1)

for n degrees of freedom (DoFs)y ∈ Rn with mass matrixM = MT, stiffness matrixK = KT and
external forcing functionf(t). The left equation describes an undamped, non-gyroscopic system withΩ = 0,
while the right equation introduces gyroscopic effects with the gyroscopic matrixG(Ω) = −G(Ω)T. In the
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following, it is assumed that either version of (1) describes the samerotationally symmetricsystem with
equations of motion of dimensionn = 2. With the exponential ansatz

y = ỹ eλt (2)

one finds the quadratic eigenvalue problem

[
Mλ2 +K

]
ỹ = 0 ↔

[
Mλ2 +Gλ+K

]
ỹ = 0. (3)

Substitution withu := λ2 for retrieval of a linear form yields

[
Mu+K

]
ỹ = 0 ↔

[
Mu+G

√
u+K

]
ỹ = 0. (4)

As a system ofn = 2 DoFs is considered, one finds the characteristic equation asa second-order polynomial
in u by building the determinant of (4) with the two solutionsu1,2. Both of them yield a pair of conjugated
complex purely imaginary eigenvalues

{λ1, λ̄1} = ±√
u1 and {λ2, λ̄2} = ±√

u2, (5)

leading to the eigenfrequenciesωj = |ℑ{λj}|. The appearance as conjugated pairs can be expected from
several viewpoints:

1. It is known that quadratic eigenproblems forM -K orM -G-K systems yield eigenvalues symmetric
with respect to the real axis in the GAUSSian plane. In the first case withG = 0, they also lie
symmetrically to the imaginary axis, [4].

2. As a real solutiony ∈ Rn has to be found for (1) and ansatz (2) for itself is complex fora vibratory
system, its conjugated complex equivalent has to be an admissible solution too for truncation of the
imaginary parts via superposition.

3. As will be shown later, the complex eigenvectorsỹ of a rotating system can be regarded as waves
travelling on the symmetric structure. Their travelling velocity is determined byℑ{λ}, while their
travelling directionsgn(ℑ{λ}) is generally unconstrained. I.e. they can wander in either direction,
leading to conjugate complex eigenvalues±λ, [5].

When the system is not rotating, one finds double modes due to its symmetry, i.e. degenerate (but still
orthogonal) eigenmodes̃y belonging to the same (double) eigenvalueλ. From a mathematical point of view
this fact can be explained by employing group theory. Symmetric modes with wave number̃n ≥ 1 span
two-dimensionalsubspaces and thus have to exist as double modes with the sameeigenvalueλ, [6]. These
specific symmetry properties in the dynamics no longer pertain under rotation withΩ > 0 as they are broken
by the Coriolis forces acting on the structure. These gyroscopic non-inertial forces perturb the degeneracy
by splitting the double eigenvalueλ in two distinct (but closely neighbouring) partsλ1 andλ2 and rendering
the double eigenmodes̃y complex, [7]. Thus in the gyroscopic state one finds closely split eigenfrequencies
ω2 > ω1 and complex eigenmodes̃y1 and ỹ2 differing in the phases of their components. This frequency
split introduces beating into the system’s oscillatory response, which is discussed in the next section 2.1. The
details of the actual frequency split will be addressed in 2.2.

2.1 Beating phenomena in gyroscopic systems

In the free oscillations of rotating systems, typically beating can be observed. Its emergence is outlined in
the following for the homogeneous solutiony(t) to the linear systems in (1). For both kinds,y(t) is obtained
from superposition of the eigensolutions associated withλj with j = 1, 2 out of ansatz (2) via
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y(t) = ỹ1e
λ1t + ỹ2e

λ2t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
compl. part

+ ¯̃y1e
λ̄1t + ¯̃y2e

λ̄2t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
conj. compl. part

(6)

= ỹ1e
λ1t + ¯̃y1e

λ̄1t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eigensolutionp1

+ ỹ2e
λ2t + ¯̃y2e

λ̄2t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eigensolutionp2

(7)

= ỹ1e
λ1t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wavew1

+ ¯̃y2e
−λ2t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wavew2

+ ¯̃y1e
−λ1t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
conj. w̄1

+ ỹ2e
λ2t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
conj. w̄2

. (8)

Equations (6) to (8), with¯(•) denoting conjugate complex quantities, are permutations of the same sum
relying on different interpretations of how the single terms interact:

• classical superposition of acomplexpart with itsconjugate complexequivalent in (6)

• superposition of tworeal eigensolutionsp1 andp2 in (7)

• superposition of two wavesw1 andw2 travelling counter-directional withλ1 and−λ2 (= λ̄2) on the
structure together with their conjugate complex representations in (8).

These three equivalent forms can be summarized component-wise to a phasor

y(k)(t) = 2Y(k)(t) cos
(
Φ(k)(t)

)
(9)

for each DoFk similar as shown in [8]. For this step theconstantmodal phases

ϕ̃
(k)
j = arctan

(ℑ{ỹ(k)j }
ℜ{ỹ(k)j }

)
(10)

have to be extracted component-wise from the complex eigenvectors

ỹj =

n∑

k

|ỹ(k)j | eiϕ̃
(k)
j ek (11)

with the unity basis vectorsek. Combination with the anglesωjt of the complex pointerseλjt = eiωjt in (6)
to (8) yieldstime-dependentphases

φ
(k)
j (t) = ϕ̃

(k)
j + ωjt (12)

for each DoFk in the sum terms. For the overall system’s answery(t) this results in atime-dependent
envelope

Y(k)(t) =

√
|ỹ(k)1 |2 + |ỹ(k)2 |2 + 2 |ỹ(k)1 | · |ỹ(k)2 | cos

(
∆φ(k)(t)

)
(13)

with

∆φ(k)(t) = φ
(k)
2 (t)− φ

(k)
1 (t) (14)

= (ω2 − ω1)t+ (ϕ̃
(k)
2 − ϕ̃

(k)
1 ) (15)

= ∆ωt + ∆ϕ̃(k) (16)
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involving the beating frequency
∆ω = ω2 − ω1 > 0 . (17)

Investigating the roots of the envelopeY(k)(t) in (13) gives the conditions for the existence of nodes of the
vibrational pattern. One finds that these nodes are neither stationary nor fixed on the structure. In fact, they
are travelling on the geometry and define a rotating motion ofthe oscillations on the body. For mathematical
details, the reader is referred to [8]. In addition to the envelope also the equallytime-dependentphase

Φ(k)(t) = arctan

( |ỹ(k)1 | sin
(
φ
(k)
1 (t)

)
+ |ỹ(k)2 | sin

(
φ
(k)
2 (t)

)

|ỹ(k)1 | cos
(
φ
(k)
1 (t)

)
+ |ỹ(k)2 | cos

(
φ
(k)
2 (t)

)
)

(18)

of the overall system answery(t) is derived. After lengthy operations it can be rewritten as

Φ(k)(t) = φ
(k)
m (t) + arctan

( |ỹ(k)2 | − |ỹ(k)1 |
|ỹ(k)2 |+ |ỹ(k)1 |

tan
(∆φ(k)(t)

2

))
(19)

with
φ
(k)
m (t) = 1/2

(
φ
(k)
1 (t) + φ

(k)
2 (t)

)

= 1/2(ω2 + ω1)t+ 1/2(ϕ̃
(k)
2 + ϕ̃

(k)
1 )

= ωmt + ϕ̃
(k)
m .

(20)

including themiddle frequency
ωm = 1/2(ω1 + ω2). (21)

Together with∆ω it builds the set of characteristic parameters of a beating oscillation. For the case of
ỹ
(k)
1 = ỹ

(k)
2 = ỹ(k) the overall solutiony(t) corresponds DoF-wise to the well-known form

y(k)(t) = 2 ỹ(k) cos
( ω1 − ω2

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ω/2

t
)
cos
( ω1 + ω2

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωm

t
)
, (22)

describing an oscillation withωm while its amplitude is modulated with frequency∆ω/2.

Equations (6) to (22) can be simplified noticeably for the non-gyroscopic case due to the intact double
eigenvalueλ1 = λ2 = λ with its now real eigenvectors̃y = ¯̃y. The steps are not shown here, but with
straight-forward operations one arrives at a solutiony(t) without any modulation as one would expect. No
beating is present and the oscillations occur withωm = ω. Both the envelope (13) and the phase of the
solution (18) lose their time-dependence, while the latteralso adopts the same constant phase value for
all DoFs. This stands in agreement with the standard case of undamped, non-gyroscopic systems, whose
eigensolutions from double eigenvalues originate asstandingwaves from the superposition offorward and
backward travellingwaves with thesamevelocity ω from eigenvalue±λ. The envelope of this standing
wave deflates to an oscillating and otherwise fixed and time-invariant pattern on the body with frequencyω.

2.2 Eigenfrequency split due to gyroscopic forces

Earlier the split of degenerate eigenvaluesλ and their double frequenciesω was mentioned. This split is
directly dependent on the rotational velocityΩ and can be computed from the gyroscopic eigenproblem

(λ2M + λG(Ω) +K) ỹ = 0, (23)

given in anon-rotatinginertial frame. Pre-multiplication with̃yH, where(•)H denotes the conjugate trans-
pose, yields
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λ2ỹHMỹ + λỹHGỹ + ỹHKỹ = 0. (24)

With the projections of the system’s matricesM andK in the modal subspace

M̃ = ỹHMỹ ∈ R1×1, (25)

K̃ = ỹHKỹ ∈ R1×1 (26)

the Rayleigh-Quotient is formulated as

ω2 =
K̃

M̃
. (27)

Furthermore, one defines the purely imaginary projection ofthe gyroscopic matrixG(Ω) =: ΩĜ as

G̃∗ = ỹHĜỹ ∈ C1×1 (28)

and solves withG̃ := |ℑ{G̃∗}| andλ = iω equation (24) for the eigenfrequencyω as per

ω1,2 = ωΩ ∓ ∆ω

2
(29)

with

ωΩ =

√√√√
(
Ω

G̃

2M̃

)2

+ ω2 and ∆ω = Ω
G̃

M̃
. (30)

Equation (29) is based on the fact, that the root term in (30) depends on the employed eigenvectorỹ in (23)
and (24), but gives constant base valuesωΩ for the two eigenvectors of a double mode. Meanwhile (28)
changes its sign inside of a double mode, thus increasing or decreasingωΩ via∆ω by a constant value.
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Figure 1: Dependence of the eigenfrequencyω on the rotational velocityΩ.

Figure 1 shows the frequency split together with the non-linear growth of the base valueωΩ due to the
stiffening influence of the rotation on the system. The actual split of ω(0) into ω1,2 via ∆ω happens linearly
in Ω and symmetrically to the respective base value. Thus, in theregime of small rotational velocities the
approximation

ω1,2 ≈ ω ∓ ∆ω

2
= ω ∓ ñ (bF + 1)Ω (31)

of the split valuesω1,2 is admissible, when the increase inωΩ is negligible. This approach yields the straight
dashed lines in Figure 1 departing inω(0) from each other. The slope of these diverging lines is determined
by the sensitivity of the structure’s eigenfrequency towards gyroscopic influences. It is denoted here with the
product±ñ(bF + 1) of the modes wave number̃n and the so-calledBryan’s FactorbF – a vital quantity in
the development and design of gyroscopes. Both terms are introduced in detail in the next section by means
of a rotating wine glass as application example.
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3 Application example – a rotating wine glass

The investigation of the dynamic behaviour of rotating bodies and their accompanying phenomena on the
modal characteristics emerged with [9]. G. H. Bryan established the virtue of Coriolis forces on a rotating
ring and axisymmetric shells based on his studies of a spinning wine glass. A similar glass is considered
here as example and investigated in the following analytically, experimentally and numerically.

3.1 Analytical investigations

Bryan made the observation that when a vibrating structure is subject to rotation, the vibrational pattern
precesseswith respect to the structureat rateνΩ proportional to the structure’s own rotational velocityΩ.
For an outside observer, the pointPv of the vibration pattern with velocityν0 rotates less than the material
pointPm it coincided with at the beginning. A visualization of this effect similar to [10] is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Visualization of Bryan’s FactorbF, cf. [10].

The three rotational rates are linked viaν0 = νΩ +Ω and theBryan’s FactorbF following

bF =
v0
Ω

− 1 =
νΩ
Ω

, (32)

see [9] or [11]. The author of [5] derives a general formula for the special case of an axisymmetric shell on
a rotating base, which corresponds closely to the presentedexperiment in section 3.2. He deduces

νΩ = − 2Ω

ñ2 + 1
and ν0 = Ω

ñ2 − 1

ñ2 + 1
(33)

for the rates of precessionνΩ andν0 of the vibrational pattern for a co-rotating and an outside observer. Here
ñ stands again for the azimuthal wave number characterizing the cyclic symmetric modes of an axisymmetric
structure. Therefore, one can derive

bF = − 2

ñ2 + 1
(34)

and use this relationship in the assessment of the experimental and numerical results’ quality in section 3.2
and 3.3. Table 1 gives the analytical results for wave numbers ñ = 2 . . . 7 for comparison. Picking mode with
wave number̃n = 2 as an example, the vibrational pattern travels from aco-rotatingobserver’s perspective
{xΩ, yΩ} with νΩ = −0.4Ω < 0, i.e. counter-directionalto the sense ofΩ, or from the perspective{x0, y0}
of anoutsideobserverco-rotationalat a rate ofν0 = 0.6Ω. This lagging effect of the vibrational pattern can
be linked to the frequency split in equation (29) and (31) with the substitution

∆ω = 2 (bF + 1) ñΩ (35)
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yielding the alternative forms

bF =
∆ω

2ñΩ
− 1 =

G̃

2ñM̃
− 1 = const., (36)

with all quantities computed in theinertial frame{x0, y0}1. It can be seen thatbF, determining the extent
of the frequency split as a proportionality constant, is based on the scalar projections̃G andM̃ of the trans-
formed gyroscopic eigenproblem (24). They are functions ofthe moments of inertia of the system about
its rotational axis and its two lateral axes, i.e. depend on the geometric shape of the body. The system’s
stiffness properties, which are accounted for inK̃, are of no importance for this matter and only influence
the eigenfrequency base valueωΩ by means of the Rayleigh-Quotientω2 in (27). As mentioned before, the
Bryan’s FactorbF scales the slope of the departing straight lines in theω(Ω)-Plot in Figure 1, representing
the sensitivity of the eigenvalues and frequencies with respect to the rotational velocityΩ. In the course of
this, it correlates closely with the beating frequency∆ω in (17) in section 2.1.

ñ 2 3 4 5 6 7

bF -0.40 -0.20 -0.12 -0.08 -0.05 -0.04

Table 1: Analytical Bryan’s FactorsbF for ñ = 2 . . . 7 from (34).

Regarding this matter, many others such as [11] can be mentioned, where the authors derive a linear theory
for discussing this effect in a rotating annular disc. [12] gives an overview over several approaches for wave
superposition in rotating discs and how imperfections influence their vibrations. In [13] equations (33) are
expanded to accelerated rotatory motion and explained in the context of solid-state wave gyroscopes.

3.2 Experimental investigations

In the following, the experimental investigations are described. The section at hand presumes the reader
is familiar with the basics of experimental modal analysis and its terminology. For details on the general
approach and the mathematical background [14] is recommended. The results throughout this section are
given in Hz, i.e. the relationω = 2πf holds for transformation.

3.2.1 Test set-up

The test set-up consists of a rotary tableRK3E VLby manufacturerShimpo, on which the glass is mounted
by clamps. Its spinning speed can be adjusted smoothly with apedal and is capped around250.52min−1 ≈
4.24Hz. The actual angular velocity at the time is measured with thehelp of a Hall sensor registering
magnets passing by on the circumference of the table’s spinning disc. Additionally, an elastic stop was fixated
on the rotary table, which brushes against an outside, stationary plate equipped with an acceleration sensor.
Its signal serves as clock pulse, separating single revolutions from each other. The glass itself is covered with
a white coating of around20µm thickness, which was required for performing the 3D digitalization of the
geometry. A photograph of the whole test rig is depicted in Figure 3.

3.2.2 Test procedure

For the modal analysis the structure is excited at distinct pointsj = 1, 2 . . . 100 in radial direction employing
an automatic modal hammer, which executes and records the impacts on the structure. The time history of

1See [7] for the approach with arotating frame of reference.
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rotary table
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clock pulse stop

magnet

reflector strip &
laser point

automatic
modal hammer

Figure 3: Test rig in the laboratory.

the ensuing velocity oscillations inmms−1 is measured by means of a laser Doppler vibrometer focussed
on the spatially fixed pointi = 1 on a reflector strip applied around the glass rim, see Figure 4. Hence, a
roaming excitation procedure is performed, recording the transmission behaviour in form of the frequency
response functionsHij = H1j (FRFs) for the evaluation of the structure’s modal characteristics.

The 100 measurement nodes are divided in four rows on the glass, where the first one contains 40 excitation
locations. The numbering is done in top-view counter-clockwise direction. Row two to four were given a
coarser resolution with only 20 measurement points each as section 3.2.5 will show that the modes of interest
possess most of their details near the rim.
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Figure 4: Test set-up with measurement pointsj = 1 . . . 100 and nodej = 1 as response node.

With the depicted experimental set-up two kinds of modal analyses were performed:

• Analysis A) withΩ = 0
As a first step, the glass was examined while still-standing.This conforms to a standard modal analysis
with roaming excitation measuring all hundred FRFsH1j. In this scenario, the material and the spatial
(inertial) perspective coincide at all times. The results are discussed briefly in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
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• Analysis B) withΩ > 0
In the second experimental phase, the modal analysis was performed under rotation, requiring a more
sophisticated testing procedure illustrated in Figure 4:

– At first, laser and hammer are aligned for the still-standingglass withmaterialpointsi = 1 and
j, building aspatiallyfixed set-up with angleαj for measuring the transmissibilityH1j .

– Subsequently, the glass is accelerated to the desired constant angular velocityΩ and with trigger-
ing the hammer the recording is started. At this stage, the measurement locationsi andj are still
aligned in space, but no longer bound to distinct material points on the glass. I.e. the hammer
hits the targetedspatial point, but a randommaterial point of the glass. At the same time, the
laser measures the radial oscillations of its targetedspatial response point while the oscillating
materialpoints of the reflector strip travel below the beam throughout the whole recording phase.

– For the next excitation pointj + 1 the glass is stopped and its pointi = 1 aligned again with the
laser. In this configuration, the hammer is now adjusted to its new spatial locationj+1, the glass
is accelerated again and the next measurementH1j+1is recorded. The results of this test series
are shown and discussed in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.

3.2.3 Challenges in the test set-up

The described set-up poses several challenges for the data acquisition, especially for Analysis B) when
Ω > 0. Some of them are discussed in the following:

To begin with, the glass possesses imperfections and is mounted on the test rig by hand, i.e. deviations
in shape and position from an ideal rotatory symmetric and fully centred structure ensue. Efforts were
made to minimize and quantify these influences with the help of the 3D digitalization. Additionally, the
velocity signals of the laser vibrometer were integrated inthe frequency domain and evaluated back in time as
displacements curves for single revolutions of the glass. Eventually, the misalignment could be minimized,
but not fully removed for the test rig, which leads to amplification ofΩ and its harmonicskΩ with k =
1, 2, . . . in the spectrum. A post-processing of the signals via cepstral analysis, [15], might be of interest
here for further investigations.

Furthermore, as the reflector strip is constantly moving below the laser point, noise enters the response
signal dependent on how fast the structure rotates. This dependence onΩ can be seen in Figure 5(a). It
was supposed that the introduced noise was of random nature,thus the problem was addressed with anH1

estimator for the response signal by averagingseveralmeasurements for acquiring asingleFRFH1j . To
a certain extent, this approach was successful and the noisecould be reduced. Figure 5(b) shows how the
spectrum and thus the signal’s quality improve, the more averages are considered up tonavg = 30. For
example, the (split) eigenfrequency peaks of the mode withñ = 6 at around4822Hz cannot be identified
from the measurement of a single FRF, but only becomes visible, when the averaging method is employed.
However, it can be argued that the noise is still too dominantin the higher frequency regimes, leading to
errors in these areas.

Finally, one has to be aware that with the presented set-up only radial oscillations of the glass’s goblet are
detectable, i.e. tangential deformation can not be identified. This becomes apparent, when evaluating the low
frequency regime where bending modes orthogonal to the radial laser direction are present. Sections 3.2.4
and 3.2.5 discuss this point briefly while focussing on the other results of the modal analysis. In particular
the eigenfrequencies and their corresponding modes were ofinterest, whereas damping coefficients were
neglected.

3.2.4 Experimental results I – Eigenfrequencies and Bryan’ s Factor

The eigenfrequencies were measured for values ofΩ = 0 and full speedΩ = 254.4min−1 ≈ 4.24Hz.
Table 2 shows the measurements, where the frequency split becomes immediately apparent. The values were
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Figure 5: Noise dependence on rotational velocityΩ in min−1:

(a) Time domain ins with various rotational velocities, no excitation.
(b) Frequency domain inHz with and without averaging.

rounded mildly to integer format for a clearer representation, showing the evolution off over the mode wave
numberñ andΩ. It can be seen that in the tested regime the presumption of a symmetric frequency split in
equation (31) was justified.

ñ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ω = 0Hz 497 1117 2115 3367 4822 6416

Ω = 4.24Hz
492 1107 2100 3347∗ 4797∗ 6386∗

502 1127 2130 3387∗ 4847∗ 6446∗

f(4.24) − f(0)
-5 -10 -15 -20∗ -25∗ -30∗

+5 +10 +15 +20∗ +25∗ +30∗

Table 2: Measured eigenfrequenciesf(Ω) in Hz, ’∗’-values not clearly identifiable due to noise.

Figure 6 shows a representative plot of the recorded time histories. One can see the slowly varying envelope
based on the beating phenomena due to the frequency split. Asa pre-trigger was used before the recording
phase, one can also see the underlying noise level, owing to the movement of the reflector strip before the
actual oscillations are initiated.

Additionally to the values given in Table 2, two more eigenfrequencies were perceptible in the low frequency
regimes around23Hz and 275Hz. They are less prominent in the spectra, but by comparison with the
numerical results of section 3.3 they could be identified as the first and second beam-like bending modes of
the glass. As no measurement points were placed on the glass’s shaft they emerge only as distorted rigid
body motions of the glass’s goblet in the experiment, where the first one would correspond tõn = 1.

Figure 7 shows cut-outs of Campbell plots off(Ω) for the modes with wave numbers̃n = 3 andñ = 4. For
these diagrams, the time historiesẏ(t) of the excited glass were recorded for 25 different rotational speeds
Ω from 0Hz to 4.24Hz. As expected a single frequencyf = f1 = f2 can be found forΩ = 0, which splits
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up the furtherΩ increases. Again it is obvious that for these low rotationalspeeds the split happens linearly
and symmetrically toωΩ ≈ ω respectivelyfΩ ≈ f .
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Figure 7: Evolution off(Ω) in Hz for mode with (a)̃n = 3 and (b)ñ = 4.

Additionally, the Bryan’s FactorbF can be computed for each mode according to equation (36) and compared
with the analytical results of Table 1. Table 3 shows the close agreement of the analytical solution with the
experimental values for wave numbersñ = 2, 3, 4. As in the higher frequency regime the noise becomes
more dominant, errors start to grow and the close agreement is lost.

ñ 2 3 4 5 6 7

bF,exp -0.41 -0.21 -0.12 -0.06∗ -0.02∗ +0.01∗

bF,an -0.40 -0.20 -0.12 -0.08 -0.05 -0.04

Table 3: Experimental and analytical Bryan’s Factors by (34), ’∗’-values not clearly identifiable due to noise.

3.2.5 Experimental results II – Eigenmodes and travelling w aves

Together with the eigenfrequencies, also the eigenmodes were identified. Beginning with the still-standing
case, the real-valued results are shown in Figure 8. As mentioned earlier, the glass shows most of its details
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of its modes near the rim, which exhibits deformation according to wave number̃n over its circumference.
The chosen density of 40 measurement points on the rim suffices to represent the mode shapes adequately
up toñ = 4. For higher wave numbers, the measurement mesh shows gradually to be too coarse, despite the
general shape of the modes still being recognizable.
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ñ = 5, f ≈ 3367Hz ñ = 6, f ≈ 4822Hz ñ = 7, f ≈ 6416Hz

Figure 8: Measured mode shapes and eigenfrequencies forñ = 2 . . . 7 for the still-standing glass.

For the rotating case, the general outline of the ascertained mode shapes does not change noticeably, but the
modes are complex now. I.e. the depicted shapes in Figure 8 would only resemble the real or imaginary
part of the whole complex mode at full speedΩ = 4.24Hz. For illustration of the overall complexity of the
modes, Figure 9 shows a plot of the phases of the radial DoFs for ñ = 2. One can see, the phase changing
twice in agreement with̃n = 2 from −π to+π over the glass’s circumference.
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Figure 9: Phase change in radial DoFs of the complex mode withñ = 2.
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Figure 10 shows different states

ỹj(τ) =

n∑

k

|ỹ(k)j | ei(ϕ̃
(k)
j +ω1τ) ek (37)

of the real part of modẽn = 3 over pseudo-timeτ where the deformational pattern (white) travels on the
glass structure while the actual measurement locations (black) vibrate but do not rotate.
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Figure 10: Sequence of the real part of mode withñ = 3 at pseudo-timesτl, l = 1 . . . 6.

3.3 Numerical investigations

After the experimental investigations were carried out, numerical simulations employing the finite element
method were conducted. Hereby anArbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerianformulation was used for integrating the
gyroscopic effects into the model, which stems from the fieldof rolling contact. It separates the rotational
movement as rigid body rotation from the actual deformationof a body by means of separated Eulerian and
Lagrangian viewpoints. This allows the finite element mesh to stand still and only account for deformation
without any rotational movement. In a way, this approach is quite similar to the outlined procedure of
Analysis B) in section 3.2.2. The details of the formulationcan be found in [16] or [17].

In Figure 11 finite element meshes of the wine glass can be seen– one for the whole glass and one solely for
the goblet. They consist of28 447 and2961 quadratic hexahedral elements containing119 544 and48 036
DoFs. The geometry was derived from a 3D mapping of the glass with an ATOS 3Dscanner, which was
imported as mesh. The glass model possesses the parameters

̺ = 2.7 kg/m3, E = 63000MPa, ν = 0.275 (38)
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and is clamped at its foot. In this configuration an angular velocity of Ω = 4.24Hz is applied. Table 4
shows the results for the eigenfrequencies with and withoutrotation together with the errorεf,exp towards
the experimental values. It can be seen that for this moderate rotational velocity the split happens again quite
symmetrically to its unsplit base value. Additionally, thenumerical Bryan’s FactorsbF are given, showing
close agreement with the analytical solution in (34).

ñ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ω = 0Hz 507 1107 2108 3367 4833 6437
εf,exp +2.01% −0.90% −0.33% 0% +0.23% +0.33%

Ω = 4.24Hz
501.4 1097.1 2093.15 3347.9 4809.6 6409.30
511.8 1117.5 2123.2 3387.2 4857.8 6466.4

f(4.24) − f(0)
-5.6 -9.9 -14.9 -19.1 -23.4 -27.7
+4.8 +10.5 +15.2 +20.2 +24.8 +29.4

bF,num -0.39 -0.20 -0.11 -0.07 -0.05 -0.04

bF,an -0.40 -0.20 -0.12 -0.08 -0.05 -0.04

Table 4: Numerically computed eigenfrequenciesf(Ω) in Hz and Bryan’s Factors.

A selection of the computed modes is depicted in Figure 11. Besides the double modes of the glass’s goblet,
the first two bending modes of the glass as a whole could be identified numerically, where the experimental
test set-up was not able of capturing them correctly. These results conclude the investigations of the glass.
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Figure 11: Selection of numerically computed modes and eigenfrequencies for the still-standing glass.

4 Summary and conclusion

Gyroscopic forces may influence the modal behaviour of rotating structures significantly, depending on the
present angular velocity. Under consideration of rotationally symmetric systems, the mathematical back-
ground for these influences was provided and applied to an example in form of a wine glass. A test set-up
was presented and discussed together with its challenges and the obtained measurement results. Finally, nu-
merical computations employing an ALE finite element algorithm were conducted and agreement between
theory, experimental observations and numerical results could be achieved. With these three perspectives a
broad overview of structural dynamics in the presence of gyroscopic forces was presented.
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